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1,2. Ochate
3. Test d'Estrès
4. Pachinko: Las Monedas
5. Pachinko: Riff Madre
6. Avances 1 2 3
7,8. Maningue Nais
9. Solo Chezz
10. Pachinko: Tramuntana
ZA! are
SPAZZFRICA EHD & PAPADUPAU

Recorded by ZA! at Fàbrica de
Creació Fabra i Coats de
Barcelona. Mixed by Santi García
at Ultramarinos Costa Brava in
Sant Feliu DG. Mastered by Jeff
Lipton at Peerless Mastering,
Austin (USA).

“On their lush new record “Pachinko Plex”, ZA! has created a storybook of
polyrhythm that explores sonic structures without becoming overtly clinical. They
have eschewed guitars and amps and are relying primarily on mallets, horns,
and synths, to create a broadly warm and dynamic record. Both Intensely
rhythmic and conversely melodic, there is a dialogue going on throughout the
record that I think hints at the mysteries they are grappling with. The numerology
inherent in the complicated relationships of tone and rhythm here betray a
fascination with random connections and responses, and also in the passion
of trying to relate complicated thoughts without words. It is a joyful sound,
celebrating the mysterious.
There are global influences, I have been told from their time teaching in
Mozambique and Swaziland, and from their close study of such Japanese noise
bands as the Boredoms and the in the general idea of the Pachinko machines
referenced throughout. And there are hints of interstellar influences, as in when
they insert Carl Sagans words on “Avances 1 2 3”. There is a lovely Jazz piece
called Solo Chezz, that would be at home on a Brian Blade record. It is meant to
be taken as a full record and each piece unfolds on top of one another until the
suite of chaos, field recordings, melody, percussion and horns create a big
portrait of two musicians turned scientists in a laboratory. In control of their
own skills and wills and trying their best to make sense out of the chaos.”
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“Pachinko Plex” is a step further on ZA!'s DIY experimental spirit: their 6 album
has been entirely recorded by themselves on their practice space, and it's
self-released by their label Gandula, in collaboration with seven labels from
different points of the world: A Tant Rêver du Roi (France), Valve (Australia),
Moorworks (Japan), Fun in The Church (Germany), Lovers & Lollypops
(Portugal), Keroxen (Canary Islands) and The Audacious Art Experiment (UK).
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*SINGLES: 1,2- Ochate, 7,8- Maningue Nais, 6- Avances 1 2 3

